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Florian has just met his “best friend”...



FLO is only partially a normal teenager. While all his
buddies can't think of anything else but that one thing, he
can't even spell "S-E-X”. This changes dramatically one
morning as Flo is awakened and snatched from his child-
proof dreams by a strange voice coming from the
prominent arch in his sheets. Aroused for the first time and
appearing in the flesh is his "best friend” who is speaking
to him. He claims that Flo has badly neglected him over the
past 15 years and that it is high time to free him from his life
in the shadows and to finally become active. The "limp”
existence shall end, which means: nothing will ever be the
same again...

Flo begins to enjoy his new world. His buddies RED BULL,
SCHUMI and DIRK are all amazed over this abrupt change
in their friend's life-style as Flo, the next morning in school,
pop-eyed, watches the eighth wonder of the world strut by.
LEONIE is probably the most beautiful, authentic blonde on
the earth. Now he understands the odd behavior of his
"Luu-Luu” - as his parents lovingly would call the "thing” - it
does have an incredible, shapely reason for coming alive!

Energetically driven by the voice from between his legs, Flo
dares to attack the radiant beauty. And what nobody
thought possible happens: with an entrance that literally
knocks Leonie over , he gets his first date. While Flo can't
believe his luck, Red Bull knows too well what this means:
"it” will happen for the first time! Kindly concerned about
the sexual reputation of his inexperienced friend, the self-
proclaimed "Sex-Expert” prepares Flo for the end of
virginity. And so a fast crash-course begins. The fact that
the object of desire is the girlfriend of the school's
notorious psychopath KAI, doesn't bother them much at
first...
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